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About This Game

Critically praised by reviewers and gamers alike, King Arthur was received as one of the biggest surprises to emerge on the
gaming scene in 2010. Now the Fantasy/Roleplaying RTS returns in a sequel set to push the boundaries of the genre even

further.
Our story begins long after young Arthur pulled the enchanted sword out of the stone, united the war-torn land of Britannia,
gathered the Knights of the Round Table and secured peace in Camelot aided by the might of the Holy Grail. Where legends

normally end, King Arthur II begins on its own gruesome tale...

Key Features

Dark fantasy setting. King Arthur is now the Maimed King, trying to mend a land torn asunder as he strives to heal
himself.

Intense boss fights, where the hero’s forces are pitted against unique and terrifying foes.

Lose yourself in a stunning story that unfolds over a huge 3D campaign map featuring knightly quests and other special
events

Wide range of camera control options, a revised animations and an extensive tutorial creating a more accessible and
visually stunning experience
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Experience huge real-time battles featuring thousands of soldiers and flying fantasy monsters

Battle enemies which employ unique war tactics and cast fantastic spells

Your choices will unlock special content, spells and units with plenty of new and unique possibilities with every choice

Lead major heroes who possess extraordinary powers
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Title: King Arthur II: The Role-Playing Wargame
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
NeocoreGames
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 27 Jan, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP with SP3; Windows Vista with SP2; Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (2 GHz) or equivalent AMD CPU

Memory: 1.5 GB RAM (XP) or 2 GB RAM (Vista, Win7)

Hard Disk Space: 16 GB

Video Card: ATI 3850 512MB; Nvidia 8800GT 512MB

DirectX®: 9.0c or higher

Sound: DirectX 9c compliant sound card

Additional: Nvidia (AGEIA) PhysX

English
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ok so having had problems to start and after airhead techies from paradox who did not know what to do, i figured out and fixed
my own problems, afterwhich i have enjoyed playing the game (as long as it worked properly).

NOTE:
-lowering graphics can help
-making sure it is searching for a graphics card you catually have (for some reason it looked for one i did not have)
-don't mess with the raw code if you don't know what you are doing.
  -if you do know what you are doing changing thie number of bites it takes to run can also help

if you exit mid battle it will shift all your text axises from your last save on, to fix: manually fight the battle with the messed up
axis and save after battle. then restart whole game.

yes there are bug and man that can get annoying, but i have yet to play the truly PERFECT game, and so the flow was nice the
strategy was fun and playing from random points forward. all having been said i liked the ability to have better control over
resources and armies in the first king arthur, i likes the shards, crafting recipies, building upgrades, and the story, and story
quests were easier to follow logically, and know what to do. though a hint about not getting a second army until i complete
Morgana's quest would have been nice. a truly good mix between RPG, Turn-based, and RTS each played a part, but to win you
need to be decent at RTS.

if you are looking for an in depth story-line from both main quest and prologue then this is the game to have, but remember
there will be bugs to deal with, and in order to stay sane you'll have to stay patient.. I bought this because I really enjoyed the
first game. This one is better and it is great. If you buy the Dead Legions expansion as well then you are pretty much getting 2
games rather than one. It's very much like a Total War game but set in Arthurian/Roman era full of magic and superstition. The
difference between this and Total War, aside from the lore and setting, is that you have choose your path adventures and
diplomatic quests weaved in. For me this makes both the King Arthur games more storied and they have more of a roleplay feel
to them. 89% (and an absolute steal at sale prices). Love Paradox enterTainment
But they dropped the ball on this one
Bad magic Magic shield system is foucus here.(A.I. Always having the ability to pen and you not being able to big a** grind in
essance is stead of the fun and awe inspiring awesomeness magic should be)
The awrkward controls taken from total war yet being just changed enough to be bad.
Very confusing UI and controls in general
Honestly Just feels incomplete
Scienero mode is a joke and only includes about a 1/8 of the total units
Lastly the graphics seen kinda flat and honestly again almost unfinished
Same problem with the Animations
Honestly I would buy Medieval II total war and mod it for the desired fantasy elements both lotr total war and elder scrolls total
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war and more fun personaly
Sorry for spelling errors
. Does not work on my new laptop. Just constant crashes. Not enjoying the first King Arthur either. I recommend NOT buying
these games.. This game is a joke. Intel i5, 8GRAM, gtx970 and it dasn't work well even if I changed graphic to low. Dont waste
your money for crap like this.. I had no problems with this game and just loved it! Its a must (in my opinion) that you are a big
fan of storrytelling considering that you do a lot of reading during the quests. If so, this is for you.. i really wanted to get into
this one but game breaking bugs prevented that
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I like the video graphics here and the background music. Pros

its like Total War but with Dragons

Cool story

Great RPG - level up every solider in your army along with heros. Gain spells and abilities that are great and fun to use.

No bugs that i have found.

Cons

battles are a bit plain, like total war but not as good by alot

no free mode, just one single story

But over all game is worth £1.50 by far, i would pay £10 for it easy

7.5/10. This game is AMAZING. It's like the original King Arthur, but they have added significant detail and improvements,
and many new features to literally almost every aspect of the old game. The story is VERY compelling and I guarantee you that
this is the fantasy thrill you've always wanted. The game's graphics are amazingly well done, some of the best RTS visuals I have
ever seen, while still maintaining collosal battles on scales similar to the Total War series. The game still retains the RPG
elements from the first game by having text based quests, only this time there has been much improvement on having detailed
pictures of the events happening in the quest, it's almost like an interactive book that will keep you on edge and thinking about
how to proceed next. The music really fits the scenery and definitely ensnares a player into the game. Overall, this game is a
MUST HAVE for anyone seeking an epic fantasy story.. Game is abadoned for few years. It's not really bugged, but has some
problems with stability.

Gameplay is something between old total wars like "medieval II" and new like "total war warhammer" - but it's not total war. It's
mutation between RTS and RPG - closest game I personally played, I can compare to it it's total war warhammer but worse of
course. You have almost no free will about that what to do on map - campaign is very linear not like "Grand Campaign" in total
war series. You have 1-3 generals unlocked through main quests who roam world map. Every general is also a unit by itself - a
hero, beside them you have normal units. Game have potential like none other RTS...if it only had care like blizzard games, it
could be literally the best single player RTS...but now it's game worth no more than $3. It's worth playing, but not buying. Btw.
Game has amazing for it's genre storyteller.. GHOSTS, ARTHUR, AND ROME. JUST LIKE THE HISTORICAL FACTS!
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